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Anthropologist Marvin Harris uses the approach of cultural ecology to investigate how
exotic and seemingly inexplicable cultural patterns may turn out to be everyday strategies
for human survival in a particular natural environment. In this article, he offers his own
favorite example: Why do people in India—many of whom are hungry—refuse to eat beef
from the “sacred cows” that are found most everywhere?

Whenever I get into discussions about the influ-
ence of practical and mundane factors on
lifestyles, someone is sure to say, “But what
about all those cows the hungry peasants in India
refuse to eat?” The picture of a ragged farmer
starving to death alongside a big fat cow conveys
a reassuring sense of mystery to Western ob-
servers. In countless learned and popular allu-
sions, it confirms our deepest conviction about
how people with inscrutable Oriental minds ought
to act. It is comforting to know—somewhat like
“there will always be an England”—that in India
spiritual values are more precious than life itself.
And at the same time it makes us feel sad. How
can we ever hope to understand people so differ-
ent from ourselves? Westerners find the idea that
there might be a practical explanation for Hindu
love of the cow more upsetting than Hindus do.
The sacred cow—how else can I say it?—is one
of our favorite sacred cows.

CULTURE

Hindus venerate cows because cows are the
symbol of everything that is alive. As Mary is to
Christians the mother of God, the cow to Hindus
is the mother of life. So there is no greater sacri-
lege for a Hindu than killing a cow. Even the tak-
ing of human life lacks the symbolic meaning,
the unutterable defilement, that is evoked by cow
slaughter.

According to many experts, cow worship is
the number one cause of India’s hunger and
poverty. Some Western-trained agronomists say
that the taboo against cow slaughter is keeping
100 million “useless” animals alive. They claim
that cow worship lowers the efficiency of agricul-
ture because the useless animals contribute nei-
ther milk nor meat while competing for
croplands and food-stuff with useful animals and
hungry human beings. . . .

It does seem that there are enormous numbers
of surplus, useless, and uneconomic animals, and
that this situation is a direct result of irrational
Hindu doctrines. Tourists on their way through
Delhi, Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and other In-
dian cities are astonished at the liberties enjoyed

Source: From Cows, Pigs, Wars, and Witches: The Riddles of
Culture by Marvin Harris. Copyright © 1974 by Marvin Har-
ris, Random House. Reprinted with permission of Random
House, Inc.
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by stray cattle. The animals wander through the
streets, browse off the stalls in the market place,
break into private gardens, defecate all over the
sidewalks, and snarl traffic by pausing to chew
their cuds in the middle of busy intersections. In
the countryside, the cattle congregate on the
shoulders of every highway and spend much of
their time taking leisurely walks down the rail-
road tracks.

To Western observers familiar with modern in-
dustrial techniques of agriculture and stock rais-
ing, cow love seems senseless, even suicidal. The
efficiency expert yearns to get his hands on all
those useless animals and ship them off to a proper
fate. And yet one finds certain inconsistencies in
the condemnation of cow love. When I began to
wonder if there might be a practical explanation
for the sacred cow, I came across an intriguing
government report. It said that India had too many
cows but too few oxen. With so many cows
around, how could there be a shortage of oxen?
Oxen and male water buffalo are the principal
source of traction for plowing India’s fields. For
each farm of ten acres or less, one pair of oxen or
water buffalo is considered adequate. A little arith-
metic shows that as far as plowing is concerned,
there is indeed a shortage rather than a surplus of
animals. India has 60 million farms, but only 80
million traction animals. If each farm had its quota
of two oxen or two water buffalo, there ought to be
120 million traction animals—that is, 40 million
more than are actually available.

The shortage may not be quite so bad, since
some farmers rent or borrow oxen from their
neighbors. But the sharing of plow animals often
proves impractical. Plowing must be coordinated
with the monsoon rains, and by the time one farm
has been plowed, the optimum moment for plowing
another may already have passed. Also, after plow-
ing is over, a farmer still needs his own pair of oxen
to pull his oxcart, the mainstay of the bulk transport
throughout rural India. Quite possibly private own-
ership of farms, livestock, plows, and oxcarts low-
ers the efficiency of Indian agriculture, but this, I
soon realized, was not caused by cow love.

The shortage of draft animals is a terrible
threat that hangs over most of India’s peasant
families. When an ox falls sick a poor farmer is
in danger of losing his farm. If he has no replace-
ment for it, he will have to borrow money at usu-
rious rates. Millions of rural households have in
fact lost all or part of their holdings and have
gone into sharecropping or day labor as a result
of such debts. Each year hundreds of thousands
of destitute farmers end up migrating to the
cities, which already teem with unemployed and
homeless persons.

The Indian farmer who can’t replace his sick
or deceased ox is in much the same situation as an
American farmer who can neither replace nor re-
pair his broken tractor. But there is an important
difference: Tractors are made by factories, but
oxen are made by cows. A farmer who owns a
cow owns a factory for making oxen. With or
without cow love, this is a good reason for him
not to be too anxious to sell his cow to the slaugh-
terhouse. One also begins to see why Indian farm-
ers might be willing to tolerate cows that give
only 500 pounds of milk per year. If the main eco-
nomic function of the zebu cow is to breed male
traction animals, then there’s no point in compar-
ing her with specialized American dairy animals,
whose main function is to produce milk. Still, the
milk produced by zebu cows plays an important
role in meeting the nutritional needs of many poor
families. Even small amounts of milk products
can improve the health of people who are forced
to subsist on the edge of starvation.

Agriculture is part of a vast system of human
and natural relationships. To judge isolated por-
tions of this “ecosystem” in terms that are rele-
vant to the conduct of American agribusiness
leads to some very strange impressions. Cattle
figure in the Indian ecosystem in ways that are
easily overlooked or demeaned by observers
from industrialized, high-energy societies. In the
United States, chemicals have almost completely
replaced animal manure as the principal source of
farm fertilizer. American farmers stopped using
manure when they began to plow with tractors
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rather than mules or horses. Since tractors ex-
crete poisons rather than fertilizers, a commit-
ment to large-scale machine farming is almost of
necessity a commitment to the use of chemical
fertilizers. And around the world today there has
in fact grown up a vast integrated petrochemical-
tractor-truck industrial complex that produces
farm machinery, motorized transport, oil and
gasoline, and chemical fertilizers and pesticides
upon which new high-yield production tech-
niques depend.

For better or worse, most of India’s farmers
cannot participate in this complex, not because
they worship their cows, but because they can’t
afford to buy tractors. Like other underdeveloped
nations, India can’t build factories that are com-
petitive with the facilities of the industrialized
nations nor pay for large quantities of imported
industrial products. To convert from animals and
manure to tractors and petrochemicals would re-
quire the investment of incredible amounts of
capital. Moreover, the inevitable effect of substi-
tuting costly machines for cheap animals is to re-
duce the number of people who can earn their
living from agriculture and to force a corre-
sponding increase in the size of the average
farm. We know that the development of large-
scale agribusiness in the United States has meant
the virtual destruction of the small family farm.
Less than 5 percent of U.S. families now live on
farms, as compared with 60 percent about a hun-
dred years ago. If agribusiness were to develop
along similar lines in India, jobs and housing
would soon have to be found for a quarter of a
billion displaced peasants.

Since the suffering caused by unemployment
and homelessness in India’s cities is already in-
tolerable, an additional massive build-up of the
urban population can only lead to unprecedented
upheavals and catastrophes.

With this alternative in view, it becomes easier
to understand low-energy, small-scale, animal-
based systems. As I have already pointed out,
cows and oxen provide low-energy substitutes for
tractors and tractor factories. They also should be

credited with carrying out the functions of a
petrochemical industry. India’s cattle annually ex-
crete about 700 million tons of recoverable ma-
nure. Approximately half of this total is used as
fertilizer, while most of the remainder is burned
to provide heat for cooking. The annual quantity
of heat liberated by this dung, the Indian house-
wife’s main cooking fuel, is the thermal equiva-
lent of 27 million tons of kerosene, 35 million
tons of coal, or 68 million tons of wood. Since
India has only small reserves of oil and coal and
is already the victim of extensive deforestation,
none of these fuels can be considered practical
substitutes for cow dung. The thought of dung in
the kitchen may not appeal to the average Ameri-
can, but Indian women regard it as a superior
cooking fuel because it is finely adjusted to their
domestic routines. Most Indian dishes are pre-
pared with clarified butter known as ghee, for
which cow dung is the preferred source of heat
since it burns with a clean, slow, long-lasting
flame that doesn’t scorch the food. This enables
the Indian housewife to start cooking her meals
and to leave them unattended for several hours
while she takes care of the children, helps out in
the fields, or performs other chores. American
housewives achieve a similar effect through a
complex set of electronic controls that come as
expensive options on late-model stoves.

Cow dung has at least one other major func-
tion. Mixed with water and made into a paste, it
is used as a household flooring material. Smeared
over a dirt floor and left to harden into a smooth
surface, it keeps the dust down and can be swept
clean with a broom.

Because cattle droppings have so many useful
properties, every bit of dung is carefully col-
lected. Village small fry are given the task of fol-
lowing the family cow around and of bringing
home its daily petrochemical output. In the cities,
sweeper castes enjoy a monopoly on the dung de-
posited by strays and earn their living by selling
it to housewives. . . .

During droughts and famines, farmers are
severely tempted to kill or sell their livestock.
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Those who succumb to this temptation seal their
doom, even if they survive the drought, for when
the rains come, they will be unable to plow their
fields. I want to be even more emphatic: Massive
slaughter of cattle under the duress of famine
constitutes a much greater threat to aggregate
welfare than any likely miscalculation by particu-
lar farmers concerning the usefulness of their an-
imals during normal times. It seems probable that
the sense of unutterable profanity elicited by cow
slaughter has its roots in the excruciating contra-
diction between immediate needs and long-term
conditions of survival. Cow love with its sacred
symbols and holy doctrines protects the farmer
against calculations that are “rational” only in the
short term. To Western experts it looks as if “the
Indian farmer would rather starve to death than
eat his cow.” . . . They don’t realize that the
farmer would rather eat his cow than starve, but
that he will starve if he does eat it. . . .

Do I mean to say that cow love has no effect
whatsoever on . . . the agricultural system? No.
What I am saying is that cow love is an active el-
ement in a complex, finely articulated material
and cultural order. Cow love mobilizes the latent
capacity of human beings to persevere in a low-
energy ecosystem in which there is little room for
waste or indolence. Cow love contributes to the
adaptive resilience of the human population by
preserving temporarily dry or barren but still use-
ful animals; by discouraging the growth of an
energy-expensive beef industry; by protecting

cattle that fatten in the public domain or at land-
lord’s expense; and by preserving the recovery
potential of the cattle population during droughts
and famines. . . .

Wastefulness is more a characteristic of mod-
ern agribusiness than of traditional peasant
economies. . . .

Automobiles and airplanes are faster than ox-
carts, but they do not use energy more efficiently.
In fact, more calories go up in useless heat and
smoke during a single day of traffic jams in the
United States than is wasted by all the cows of
India during an entire year. The comparison is
even less favorable when we consider the fact
that the stalled vehicles are burning up irreplace-
able reserves of petroleum that it took the earth
tens of millions of years to accumulate. If you
want to see a real sacred cow, go out and look at
the family car.

CRITICAL-THINKING QUESTIONS

1. What evidence does Harris offer to support
his argument that defining the cow as sacred is a
necessary strategy for human survival in India?
2. If survival strategies make sense when we take
a close look at them, why do they become so “en-
cased” in elaborate cultural explanations?
3. Does India’s recognition of the sacred cow
help or hurt that nation’s natural environment?
4. Following Harris’s logic, can you think of rea-
sons that people in some parts of the world (the
Middle East, for instance) do not eat pork?
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